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Horse Racing 

Five Things that Face Extinction from Thoroughbred Handicapping  
 

The 1970s proved to be a glorious decade for the sport of thoroughbred racing.  There were three Triple 

Crown winners and plenty of superstars, both human and equine.  So it was natural that writers and entre-

preneurs picked up on this excitement in all facets of the handicapping business as the sport thrived into 
the 1980s.   
 

1)  Handicapping Books 

Between 1975-1995 a plethora of outstanding handicapping books were written.  Authors included 

Ainslie, Quinn, Ziemba, Quirin, Beyer, Davidowitz and members the Sartin core group.  Titles appeared 
regularly and included excellent new information, strategies and insights that most of today's handicap-

pers still rely on.  The coming age of the Internet and off track wagering seem to signal the end this era.  

Computers changed the market.  Today, horse bettors want facts, stats and results on the fly.  Books take 

time and require pondering and contemplation.  The market has dried up. 
 

2)  Newspaper Handicapping Sections 
During the 1980s, every major daily newspaper in North America had a handicapper on staff and many 

had a complete workforce of turf writers and selectors.  There were dozens of excellent columnists.  The 

Los Angeles Harold Examiner (defunct) devoted several pages to horseracing and made famous its char-
ismatic public selectors, including Prof. Gordon Jones.  Today, most newspapers are in trouble financially 

and have cut staff to the bone.  Horseracing is typically an afterthought and a page-filler relegated to the 

very back of the Sports pages and most articles written about the sport are negative. 
 

3)  Paper Handicapping Aids         

Sometime in the 1980s I recall a poll that revealed 50% of the patrons at Santa Anita were using Daily 
Racing Form for their handicapping.  At the time I thought this seemed on the low side and thought it was 

another reason why the game could be beaten, assuming the other 50% were using just the program or 

newspapers.  In most large cities, hundreds of liquor stores, markets and news vendors carried the DRF 
along with other handicapping publications - and they would often sell out!  Today most paper publica-

tions survive on the backs of their media conglomerate as printing and distribution are costly and the 

Internet and computer handicapping software has all but decimated the handicapping print market. 
 

4) Mail Order System Sellers 
The decade of the 1980s was the 'happy time' for the mail order system business.  And just about every-

one knew they were a rip off!  Yet the lure of easy money with almost no effort at just $29 was too much 

to resist for most of us.  Imaginative marketing was the key to sales, not the quality of the method.  Most 

of the systems were useless and the trumpeting of profits was total fiction.  The system sellers quickly 
became dinosaurs after the Internet took hold.    
 

5) Telephone Touts 

The profitable days of the 1-900 handicapping touts are over as well.  Just $20 a call for a complete anal-

ysis of the card by an expert.  The problem with all touts is they inevitably suffer terminal losing streaks 
and few are able to show long term profits.  It was a business that thrived on reputation, personality and 

speaking skill, not results.  In time, word of mouth cursed the phone-capping business as the public 

became despondent about touts who offered no accountability to the customer. 

 
Serious horse bettors can look back with a chuckle at the 1980s and the amount of clever ads, touting and 

mass marketing.  Yet we have learned to become savvy and cautious consumers because of it.  I still feel 
genuine nostalgia for the days when there was excellent writing and coverage of the sport on a daily basis.  

Most of us 'cut our teeth' as handicappers during a time when we had to attend the races in person and use 

paper and pencil to find winners and we eagerly read any new books about handicapping.  There can 

never be another era like that again, so we have to wonder how new generations will become enamored 
with horse racing as most of us did in the pre-Internet era.  
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Handicapping with HTR 

The Best of HTR 2010 
 

All the results from 2010 are in and we can look back at some of the big overlays picked up with HTR 

software throughout the year.  Huge thanks to Rick for his research on this article. 
 

Top K = 1 payoff 2010 

It is very rare to find a K=1 at odds over 10/1, but there were several winners in 2010 including July 5 at 
PRM in the 9th, the winner, #6 tied for the top K and KLine = 3.0, paid a whopping $34.  Interesting that 

on the same card, the 5th race had a K=2 winner at $42.  So it was K-overlay-day in Iowa that Monday. 
 

Top K110 overlay 

If K=1 winners paying $20 and up are rare, then a K110 (K rating =110 or higher) is almost unattainable.  
Yet there was one at PEN on Jan 9th in the 7th, # 6 paid $20 to win despite an overwhelming K=113, a 

total standout at 9/1 odds.  What were they thinking?! 
 

KMS = 1 hit of the year 

The KMS was brand new and introduced at our seminar in late July.  As luck would have it, the rating 

gave me the perfect sample that month to demonstrate to the group, a $159 winner at HOL on July 10 in 
the 5th race.  Didn't hit another winner over $100 the rest of the year though. 
 

KLine overlays of the year 

MNR gets a lot of buzz for horses that are bet heavily and win mysteriously.  Yet the West Virginia track 

is also the home of some great overlays.  On October 11, the 6th race, #9, a KLine = 5.0 (K =2) paid a 
whopping $54 to Win.  But the winner of the 8th at FE on Aug. 23 is the overlay of the year.  The horse 

showed a KLine of 9.8 but went off at 70/1 and lit up the tote for $143.  How did we miss that one? 
 

Top FC - highest ever 

Last October 21 at Remington Park (RP), race-5, the FC=1 (tie) set what must be the all time record.  The 

winner, #4, who had absolutely nothing else going for it on paper, paid $284 as the longest shot on the 
board.  But this is not a case of a "big fish that got away"; there's just no other reason to risk $2 on it! 
 

Pedigree (PED) Play of the Year 

On January 16th at Tampa, #9, a FTS, was listed with PED=1, PED 516+, FT=60 and paid $168 to win. 
 

$$ ("Price Play") of the year 

The "$$" longshot marker is always reliable for some huge bombs throughout the year.  On October 28th 

at Belmont (BEL) in the 9th, a $$ and the listed "Price Play" paid a massive $194 and shattered many 
pick6 dreams.  On March 7th at Oaklawn (OP) in the 7th, several HTR members caught #6, who was not 

only a $$ "Price Play", but Fr1 =1 and Wk 85+ as well.  Paid $166.   
 

Tour/Bomb tournament plays of the Year 

There were hundreds of big prices in 2010 among the "Tour/Bomb" picks found in the HTR-Tour or KM 
screens.  The best one may have hit on Jan 30 during the NHC Championship.  GP, race-3, a $167 winner 

tagged by some HTR members including Bob Gregory who went on to finish 2nd overall ($150,000).   
 

Now wait a minute Ken - the Tour program didn't exist last January - you can't take credit for that one! 
 

Yup, that's a "red board" for you -- but the best day of the year after the "Tour Picks" release was Satur-
day October 16th which included 45/1 winners at CRC and HOL and several other big payoffs.  More on 

tournament bombs in the next article.   

 

Here's hoping that 2011 is the year you catch several of the big ones - thanks for sticking with HTR. 
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Tournament Strategy 

Nailing The "Cap" Horse - Key to the Windfall 
 

With dozens of our HTR members participating in the Championship Tournament finals in Las Vegas in 

January (NHC Red Rock) and February (HPWS Orleans) we need to discuss the cornerstone of victory in 

these contests - the "cap" horse.  No one has ever won, and few ever cashed big, without hitting one or 
more "bombs" at some point in the tournament. 
 

"Cap" refers the limit placed on points when a longshot wins the tournament.  It is normally set at 20/1 

and 10/1 for Win/Place, or $42 and $22 maximum pay off for contest purposes.  The cap prevents players 

from winning the tournament on the basis single monster payoff.  The idea of the 'cap' was started for 
exactly that reason in the 1990s after a tournament at Caesars Palace was won on the final race by a few 

players who hit a 99/1 shot.  The lucky ones were so far behind that they had no other choice but to play a 

horse that would pay $200 or more --- and lightning struck.  The other contestants were obviously livid 

and most future tournaments took notice and instituted the cap to avoid such an outrageous outcome. 
 

Tournaments are supposed to emphasize the skill of the handicapper.  In theory, a tournament without a 
cap, such as the example above, might be nothing more than a horse racing version of a lottery.  There are 

many who would disagree with that notion and point out that even with the cap in place, the same players 

would normally win.  They have a strong argument in the sense that almost all tournaments require hitting 
several high priced horses in order to succeed anyway.  Nobody ever won a major tournament by picking 

a high percentage of low-odds winners.  Look at the chart below to illustrate this point.   
 

At the NHC, the attainable goal to cash or win is to try and reach 200 points or more.  The chart shows 

how that could be accomplished.  Contestants at the NHC have 30 total plays for the 2-day tournament. 

 
      Avg W/P Payoff       Wins Needed (Win%)     Points 

(1) $6 / $4 (10pts) 20 66% 200 
 

(2) $13 / $7 (20pts) 10 33% 200 
 

(3) $28 / $12 (40pts) 05 17% 200 
 

Let's consider each scenario above.  (1) No handicapper, no matter how skilled or lucky could possibly hit 

66% winners with average odds of 2/1.  That $4 Place price average is probably a bit generous on 2/1 
shots, so achieving 200 points is a near impossibility if playing low odds and favorites in this tournament 

or any other.  (2) This scenario moves the average winner to about 5/1.  But to hit 10 winners in the 5/1 

range in 30 tries (33%) would be amazingly lucky and not realistic.  The typical tournament champ hits 
less than 20% winners, and that is why scenario #3 is the most realistic approach.  (3) An average payoff 

of $28/$12 probably includes one or two 'cap' horses combined with a few lower priced winners in the 

$13-$25 range.  It only takes 5 winners at this level to reach the 200 points and that is a reasonable strat-

egy and an achievement that all horseplayers find challenging yet realistic.   
 

A player's final score in every tournament will include smaller point tallies due to 2nd place finishes and 
lower odds winners in mandatory races.  But the bulk of the points for those who cash in tournaments 

must always come from winners that pay out over $20 and especially cap horses that fatten the totals.  

This is a major reason why many regular horse bettors don't participate in tournaments.  They are aware 
that the outcome is highly dependent on longshots and that style of play may not appeal to them.   
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Tournament Strategy 

Nailing The "Cap" Horse - Key to the Windfall 
 

The level of handicapping skill and experience for any one player does not translate to much of an edge in 

a large tournament due to the short-term volatility of the event.  Luck is the primary dynamic in a contest.  
However, a genuine advantage over the competition can be gained with superior tactics and organiza-

tional skills.  The latest addition in the HTR-TOUR software was designed to help you coordinate all of 

the details for a winning run. 
 

[Ultimate Tourney and Longshot Screen] 
 

You can get this new feature by installing the January 1, 2011 version (or later) of HTR_TOUR software.   
 

Click the {setup} button to open the interactive screen.  Most of the filters are there to remove 'noise' or 

useless information.  That alone can improve your efficiency as a great deal of energy is expended by 
tournament players sifting through gobs of needless data.  Frustration and stress is a huge factor for all 

players and the basic reason is "overload".  Reducing the 'noise' is a key benefit to producing a list of pos-

sible plays.  Luck won't come your way if you have lost focus and become flustered.   
 

Prioritizing Longshots with the Ultimate Tourney Printout 
 

The [Ultimate Tourney] list has a column labeled "Grade" (1-9) that mirrors the KLine probability struc-
ture.  This can help you find the highest probability plays, but also has some drawbacks.   
 

1. The high grades 7,8,9 produce a lot more winners but at lower prices overall.  The bombs gener-
ally end up as 6 or less.  But the Grade can be helpful if you have to make a decision between two 

horses at similar odds but one of them has a superior grade number. 
 

2. The Grade number is based on the KLine probability range and is very accurate in the long run as 

you'll see below.  However, it may conflict with information on the Tour screen.  For example, 
you may find a runner with a strong "8" yet shows 3 negatives (N# column).  Unless the odds are 

generous, any horse with that many negatives is a poor bet.  On the other hand, if the Grade is 

strong and there are zero negatives, it may enhance your opinion, even at moderate odds. 
 

Let's look at a stat table with the Grade rating from "Ultimate Tourney..." printout.  This test uses all races 

with a purse 10k+ in 2010 with the "$$" longshot tag.  Check out that WP rate and also notice the "Aver-
age Odds" column that tells us the typical final price we can expect at each Grade level with $$. 
 

     All Races 2010    Purse $10,000+    Ultimate Tourney  

Factor    Grade   Plays   Win    WP%    WROI      Average Odds  

  $$        9      1012   20%    38%    0.84          4/1 

  $$        8      3362   17%    33%    0.88          5/1 

  $$        7      4759   14%    29%    0.95          7/1 

  $$        6      9623   11%    24%    0.85          8/1 

  $$        5      7301   09%    19%    0.88         12/1 

  $$        4      5902   06%    14%    0.77         14/1 

  $$        3      2223   05%    09%    0.86         21/1 

  $$        2      1263   04%    08%    0.85         32/1 

  $$        1      1067   02%    05%    1.06         56/1 
 

Analysis   

A perfect set of sequential results is something we can always expect if the test is based on some aspect 

the (K).  The "Grade" is a direct reflection of the horse's (K) strength.  There is huge disparity between the 

top and bottom of the list in terms of WP%.  Those $$ horses rated 9,8,7 will make the exacta about 1/3 
of the time accumulatively.  That's a solid stat to remember for horses averaging 4/1 - 7/1.  The bottom 

rated "$$" horses with a 3,2,1 Grade will finish 1st or 2nd less than 10% of the time.  If there is a "sweet 

spot" on the list it would be those rated "7".  A decent hit rate at an average of about 7/1 odds. 
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Nailing The "Cap" Horse - Key to the Tournament Score 
 

Now we look directly at the horses with odds above 20/1 and attempt to locate a pattern to find live ones. 
 

Horses that win and pay $42 or more are obviously never look 'best' on paper.  Overall they win about 2% 

of all races - so catching one is a challenge.  Bombs tend to win for two reasons:  (1) the race or pace 

setup perfectly for them while the favorites were hurt by it.  (2) the horse was unknown and could not be 
judged accurately based on past-performance; these include FTS and 2TS, form reversals by super train-

ers, past-class form reversal, shippers, and secondary contenders who were massive overlays due to 

severe over betting on one or more heavy favorites. 
 

Below is a list of the HTR factors that produce the highest impact with Win-Place results with horses at 
odds of 20/1 or higher during 2010.  Rather than lengthy statistics, I have graded them "A" thru "F" based 

on Impact Value and ROI. 
 

Pace/Speed/Velocity Factors Graded for horses at odds 20/1 + 
 

Buzz= 3+     A+  ** 

K= 2,3       A+  ** 

Dbl Razor    A+  ** 

{Hot Ped}    A+ 
 

Tour         A 

PER= 1       A 

E/P= 1       A- 
 

Bomb         B+ 

HTR= 1,2     B+ 

PAC= 1       B 

F/X= 1       B- 

$$           B- 

KMS= 1,2     B- 

Claim Last   B- 

VEL= 1       C+ 

FR1= 1       C+ 
 

                 ** Limited sample size 
 

Analysis 
Keep in mind we are studying ONLY horses at odds 20/1 or more here.  These grades represent perfor-

mance compared to the normal statistical rate for all horses in this odds range.   
 

The K=2,3 (K=1 extremely rare), HTR=1,2 and PER=1 were the ideal factors for betting cap horses that 

were true overlays.  In most cases, these runners had ML lower than 20/1 and drifted far up in odds due to 

over betting on one or more favorites. 
 

Longshots over 20/1 ranked on top with early speed factors (E/P, PAC, FR1) are far more productive than 
those ranked highly with late run (Fr3, Lv).  Apparently a 'perfect storm' pace scenario is much more 

likely to unfold for an early speed type than a closer if the odds are this high (20/1+). 
 

Tour, Bomb and $$ are the key longshot identifiers in HTR2 and HTR-Tour.  They all performed above 

average in this study but the "$$" horses are not as strong at this odds range as they are between 4/1 - 
12/1.  "Tour/Bomb" tags are extremely helpful in locating live longshot plays as they include many of the 

key factors listed above as part of the algorithm. 
 

One surprise was the {Hot Ped}.  The brackets indicate the horse is changing surface or distance today 

and its pedigree (PED) rating is rising because of it.  They show a flat-bet ROI profit with 20/1+ odds. 
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Nailing The "Cap" Horse - Key to the Tournament Score 
 

Longshot Research Primer 
 

I want to conclude this article by giving you a primer on how to interpret statistics when researching long-
shots.  We'll use the Robot2 standard printout lines for this instruction and we'll start with the "All 

Burger" for horses 20/1 or more (cap horses).  This first result has only two filters working:  (1) Tote 

Odds 20/1 - 99/1 and Purse $10,000+. 
 

 All Races 2010    Purse $10,000+    Odds 20/1 - 99/1  

Plays   Win    WP%    WROI   AvgWin$   I.V. 

69512   02%    06%    0.61    $68.7    0.17 
 

The overall stats are miserable with horses 20/1 or more in 2010.  In fact, the numbers are so bad that we 

could almost consider them automatic eliminations based on odds alone!  We won't catch any 'caps' with 

that attitude though, so let's learn how to uncover statistical strength with these longshots. 
 

We'll use these overall statistics above for comparative purposes.  The goal is to find factors or spot plays 
with horses 20/1+ that greatly exceed these numbers.  Win% is a dubious indicator with any sample test 

that has a variable number of test qualifiers.  For example, some races may have 5 or 6 horses that are 

20/1 odds and higher.  Other races, especially those with small fields, may not have any.  The Win% is 
distorted in test results that have sample variations and multiples of the test horses. 
 

That is why Impact Value and ROI are much better statistical measures as they smooth out the problem 

with variable numbers of horses per race.  Looking at the overall result above, the ROI = 0.61 and the I.V. 

= 0.17.  We always hope for ROI > 1.00 if possible, but in this case, we'll be seeking out positive trends 

by locating ROI > 0.85 as a solid indicator that something is working.  The I.V. is so low (0.17) over all 
that almost anything above 0.25 will get our attention for further review.  
 

Don't lose sight of play sample as you look at test results.  There were over 69,000 horses that went to 

post at 20/1 or higher in 2010 (in races with $10k purse or higher).  That gives us plenty of opportunity 

for separation with factor combinations in HTR2.  Yet recognize that for tournament purposes, we need a 
fair sample count of 500 or more for the year to ensure that some of the plays will show up during the 

contest dates. 

 

Tour and Bomb at 20/1 + 
 

Next we choose factor(s) in HTR and set the odds at 20/1 - 99/1 and compare the numbers.  The test 

results below are for Tour/Bomb plays at these high odds.  No other filters were applied. 
 

Tour/Bomb    All Races 2010    Purse $10,000+    Odds 20/1 - 99/1  

Plays   Win    WP%    WROI   AvgWin$   I.V. 

05846   03%    09%    0.90    $59.2    0.27 
 

Analysis 

Nearly 6,000 plays - that's huge, we can definitely work with it.  The Win and WP% increased, but as 

mentioned, those are not critical statistics.  ROI improves massively over the "all burger" (0.61 to 0.90).  

The I.V. increased more than 10 basis points as well.  These results are convincing that Tour/Bomb picks 
at 20/1+ offer a significant edge over a random horse at the same odds.  Our next step would be to break it 

down further by locating factors from the test reports that increase the ROI and I.V.  I noticed several 

immediately.  They include zero negatives (N# = 0) and "Early" speed RUN style, both of these factors 
have large samples and show a flat bet profit and an I.V. that nearly doubles compared to the overall test.  
 

To cash big in tournaments you have to hit a 'cap'.  To hit a 'cap' you need to do some research and isolate 

factors and race situations that improve your chances.  Robot2 has everything you need.   
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Software Upgrades 

Latest Software Updates – Jan 10, 2011 
 

HTR2 
 

 The Track Profile options have corrected surface data for SA.   

 The HXT export is up to date. 
 

HTR-Tour 

 Reformatted the "Ultimate---" list for easier reading - groups of five races, then a space. 

 Added TUP to the Track Filters on the Ultimate "Setup" screen. 

 (Unable to accommodate a complete track list filter on the "Setup", but will try at a later time). 

 Added filter on the "Ultimate..." setup to remove horses with multiple negatives. 
 

Robot2 
 
 

 Days of the Week filters added to "Special" module (see test samples next page). 

 Months of the year added to "Special" filter sections. 

 Added Apprentice Jockey Filter to the "Special" module. 

 Added Tote Odds (Decimal) to the "Systems and Angles" module.  This allows you to test Tote 

Odds with more precision and can also be used in tandem with the older Odds Range filter MLO 

and KLine. 

 
Days of the Week and Months of the Year Filters 
 

Here are some of the advantages to using the Day and Month filters - 
 

 Robot2 runs much faster with months or days excluded from the test.  The date is the first item 

examined when the Robot opens a file.  If you have selected particular months or days, it quickly 

skips the others during the test run and finishes faster.   
 

 Some tracks schedule certain days of the week for night racing.  You can test these days sepa-

rately and note any differences.  Also, ROI may improve on certain days of the week due to sev-

eral factors.  These include higher betting handle on weekends or that the ROI could rise on 
weekdays with cards that are filled with cheaper horses that tend to pay better.  The possibilities 

are endless and we'll discuss this later in the article. 
 

 The volatility of change in ROI during certain months of the year and each day of the week can 

now be tested and perhaps better understood by testing them separately.  Example of that coming 

up on the next few pages. 
 

Never Discount Large Samples 
 

At first we may be skeptical about separating our spot plays and test data by Days of the week and indi-

vidual Months.  Yet if the sample size is large for a year (500 or more), then it is difficult to discount the 
results.  The Days and Months are not handicapping factors per se, yet we don't have any real proof that 

they aren't just as reliable for forward results as any other filter we use.  For example, suppose a spot play 

reveals a 1.25 ROI on Tuesdays with 800 races.  What proof do I have that it is any less valid than if the 

same spot play resulted in a 1.25 ROI with ML 4/1 - 8/1 and 800 plays? 
 

The dynamics of profitable spot plays are often mysterious.  Estimating forward results is always specu-
lative, but that's part of the world of betting on horses in general.  There is little doubt that higher sample 

sizes are a key to confidence.  The more often something repeats positive results from the past, the more 

likely it will go on in the future.  So I'm rethinking my negative reaction to using Days and Months sepa-
ration in spot plays if the play count is substantial.   
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Research with Robot2 

New Robot2 Filters and Spot Play Confidence 
 

Now we will explore the use of the new Days and Months filters in your testing and spot play develop-

ment.  The issue, as always, is whether we are "back fitting" the data rather than uncovering something 
that will definitely go forward profitably. 

 

Back Fitting 
The term refers to data that is merely coincidence due to narrow parameters.  Suppose I find a profitable 

ROI = 1.45 with the following filters. 
 

 K= 4, 7, 8 

 Wk 85+ 

 3yr Fillies 

 Turf Routes 

 ML <> 3/1, 5/1, 8/1 (ML not 3/1, 5/1 or 8/1) 
 

This is a classic back fitting scenario.  The (K) ranks and the ML are plucked out of sequence and are 
fragmented.  Results like these are like throwing darts at the wall and then drawing the target around them 

afterwards!  Confidence is low going forward.  Now look at this set of criteria --> 
 

 K= 4,5,6 

 Wk 85+ 

 3yr Fillies 

 Turf Routes 

 ML 5/1 to 15/1 
 

The difference is subtle, but far more effective because we have uncovered "clusters" of profitable data 

instead of fragmented results.  K = 4,5,6 and ML 5/1 - 15/1 are large groups of horses with similar char-

acteristics.  They may produce positive ROI under certain race conditions or with other factors applied (in 
this case Wk 85+).  Forward confidence is high if the sample size is healthy.  
 

That brings us to an interesting dilemma regarding the new Days and Months filters.  The results almost 

always tend to be fragmented with these items.  The test below illustrates this.  You can duplicate this test 

with Robot2 versions starting Jan 2011. 
 

 Wk 85+ 

 Purse $10k+ 

 
Wk 85+    All Races 2010    Purse $10,000+      

Item     Plays    Win   WROI   AvgWin$   I.V. 
 

ALL      18139    17%   0.85    $9.90    1.43 
 

Mon      01346    18%   0.93    $10.3    1.44 

Tue      00770    20%   0.87    $8.70    1.55 

Wed      01850    19%   0.82    $8.80    1.53 

Thu      02077    18%   0.86    $9.60    1.48 

Fri      03233    17%   0.82    $9.70    1.41 

Sat      05731    16%   0.81    $10.1    1.35 

Sun      03342    18%   0.95    $10.7    1.47 

 
continued next page 
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Research with Robot2 

New Robot2 Filters and Spot Play Confidence 
 

The results above show that Sunday and Monday have a much better ROI than the others days of the 

week with Wk 85+ plays.  Saturday performance is surprisingly the weakest day.  What can we make of 
this?  Is it a 'back fit' to be ignored or is there an underlying reason for the differences? 
 

To answer these questions, consider the following - 
 

 If there are discrepancies in ROI between the Months and Days, can they be explained by the 

racetracks involved?  This is more likely to be the case with the Months, rather than the Days.  

Test with 'Learn More' and check the individual track results.   
 

 Are the types of races different between the Days and Months?  In terms of seasons, we know for 

sure that there is less Turf racing and more Wet races during the Winter.  The warm Summer 

weather brings out more Grass and Fast Dirt races.  But what about Days of the week?  We can 

guess that there are higher quality fields on the weekend (Sat and Sun) and weaker horses run-
ning on Monday and Tuesday in particular.   

 

 Public wagering patterns could explain higher ROI on the weekends and holidays (usually Mon-

days).  Is it possible that the increased weekend and holiday interest in horse racing includes 

more "dumb money" from casual bettors?  This might have the effect an ROI. 
 

 Race conditions may vary considerably.  Weekday cards tend to fill with cheaper claimers and 

maiden claimers.  Weekend cards have more Stakes and Allowance races and more routes.   

 
These are logical possibilities with general results, but none of them really explains the variance we see in 

the test above with Wk 85+.  Saturday and Sunday ROI and hit rates are completely opposed to each 

other.  Sunday and Monday are closely matched.  So the next step is to take a closer look by retesting and 

using the new filters for the Days of the week.  In this case, I'll create a spot play as follows with these 
filters - 
 

 Wk 85+ 

 Purse $10,000+ 

 Mon 

 Sun 
 

As mentioned earlier, the selection of individual days or months will speed up the Robot2 processing con-
siderably.  In this case, the test will ignore all races held on Tue thru Sat.  Below are some of my findings 

- 
 

The most glaring result from the test was with the Vi results.  Vi = Volatility Index as shown in the 

header of all races in HTR programs.  The higher the Vi, the more likely the favorites will win, lower Vi 
races have larger fields and increased numbers of longshot winners.   
 

In this case, Vi 15-32 shows flat bet profit (composite ROI = 1.03).  Vi 33-50 shows ROI well below 

0.90.  It appears that the higher the Vi, the worse the results with Wk 85+.     
 

Dirt Sprints were clearly the most prolific type of races showing profit in this test.  I'm not aware that 

there are more Dirt Sprints run on Sunday and Monday though! 
 

Maybe the positive results with Sun and Mon in this test are more indicative of other factors that tend to 

occur naturally on those days.  My retest gave me a lot of food for thought after isolating Mon and Sun.  
A follow up might include comparing results with the weaker days of the week.  The 'jury is out' on these 

Day and Month filters, please contact me if you have any insights with them. 
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Book Review 

Bet Smart - Win Big   
 

In my early days as an aspiring blackjack pro, the first thing we learned was that the playing strategy, no 

matter how advanced, could only keep us even with the house.  To make money at blackjack, the key was 
betting strategy and bet sizing.  I suppose the same is probably true of any gambling activity including 

horse racing.  Those who are experts at wagering will out perform the best handicappers.   
 

The discipline of passing unplayable races is probably the most sound betting advice anyone can follow.  

Spot plays developed with Robot2 have made it possible for flat bet wagering (grinding) to become prof-

itable again.  But most of us want a big exotic hit once in awhile to retain our motivation to bet and that is 
the area that "Bet Smart - Win Big" can help you the most. 
 

The easy to read E-book written by HTR member Prentice Mannetter ("pmannet") offers some sound 

advice and practical strategies for all types of bets.  The excerpt printed below was one that I thought 

offered a creative method for exacta play.  We initially put the book up free of charge on our website for a 
month as a courtesy to HTR members.  If haven't read it yet, please click the link below and send in $12 

for Prentice (w/Rick receiving a share) for the book. 
 

http://homebased2.com/km/betsmartwinbig.htm 
 

From Bet Smart...... 

 
If your goal is to make a profit start by only making exotic bets when your key horse is an overlay. 
A key horse is the horse you structure your bets around. 
 
Players will often key the horse they think has the best chance of winning regardless of whether 
or not the horse is an overlay. They feel they can increase the value enough in the exotic bet by 
using other horses to create an edge. That’s typically a very poor approach. 
 
If you start with an underlaid horse you have 3 probable exacta outcomes. You can bet your 
underlay to an overlay, your underlay to a fair value horse (odds approximately even to the horses 
chances of winning) or your underlay to another underlay. 
 
Here are the 3 scenarios 
 

Underlay-Overlay 
Underlay-Fair 
Underlay-Underlay 
 
In only 1 of the 3 situations can you increase your underlay into an overlay. And that’s only if the 
odds on the overlay horse are high enough to offset the odds of the underlaid horse. If you bet an 
underlay to a fair odds horse or another underlay your losses are compounded because the 
combinations are over bet. 
 
However if you start with an overlay you increase your chances to compound your winnings. Here 
are the 3 exacta scenarios using an overlay horse to key in the win spot; 
 

Overlay-Overlay 
Overlay-Fair 
Overlay-Underlay 
 

The only time you will lose starting with an overlay is if an underlaid horse drags down the odds 
on your overlay enough to turn it into a loss. If you have two overlays in a row it can exponentially 
increase your winnings because they pay more than they should. 

 
Thanks to Prentice M. for providing the E-book on our website as well as this excerpt. 

 

http://homebased2.com/km/betsmartwinbig.htm
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Late Announcements and Reminders 
 

Final Advice for the Championships 
 

Many of you will be participating in the NHC at the Red Rock (Jan 28) or the HPWS at 
the Orleans (Feb 17) - or both.  I'll see you at the Orleans, as I didn't qualify for the NHC 
this year.  Stay organized throughout and hold on to some bullets for late in the contest 
day in case you are in contention.  I'm always amazed at how many players are "dead 
in the water" and out of bullets by 3pm.  Most tournament participants are also very tired 
in the afternoon as they have been studying their paperwork all night and day.  Take 
advantage of this let down.  HTR players tend to come on strong late in the contest 
because using the software prevents mental fatigue and distraction.  Best wishes on a 
big cash everybody. 
 
Software Updates 
 

Be sure you are using the latest versions of each program.  Rick posts the dates on our 
homepage (www.htr2.com).  It's easy to upgrade everything at once by clicking the link 
below in the Subscriber Zone and then select RUN (not Save) to initiate the installation.  
Before you install, exit all HTR programs.  It can also help to restart the computer before 
you run the installer.   
 
http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe  
 
 
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

 www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 

Zone around the 10
th

 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-
line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 

archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 
HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 

 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

http://www.htr2.com/
http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe
mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
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